Recently the Security fields is emerged as a important issue in the world, While a variety of techniques such as a Cloud Computing or a Internet Of Things appeared. In these circumstances, The domestic security fields are divided into the Information Security, the Physical Security and the Convergence Security. and among these security fields, Convergence security is attracted much attention from various industries. the classification systems of a new field Convergence Security has become a very important criteria such about the Statistics calculation, the Analysis of status industry sector and the Road maps.
However, In the domestic, The related institutions classified each other differently the Convergence Security Classification. so it is urgently needed a domestic security fields systematic classification due to the problems such as lack of reliability of the accuracy, compatibility of a data. Therefore, this paper will be analyzed to the characteristics of the domestic security classification systems by the cases. and will be proposed the newly improved classification system, to be possible to addition or deletion of an classification entries, and to be easy expanded according to the new technology trends. this proposed to classification system is expected to be utilized as a basis for the construct of a domestic security classification system in a future. 
